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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the observed microphysical evolution of two coastal extratropical cyclones (19–20
December 2009 and 12 January 2011) and the associated passage of heavy snowbands in the cyclone comma
head. The observations were made approximately 93 km east of New York City at Stony Brook, New York.
Surface microphysical measurements of snow habit and degree of riming were taken every 15–30 min using
a stereo microscope and camera, and snow depth and snow density were also recorded. A vertically pointing
Ku-band radar observed the vertical evolution of reflectivity and Doppler vertical velocities. There were rapid
variations in the snow habits and densities related to the changes in vertical motion and depth of saturation. At
any one time, a mixture of different ice habits was observed. Certain ice habits were dominant at the surface
when the maximum vertical motion aloft occurred at their favored temperature for depositional growth.
Convective seeder cells above 4 km MSL resulted in relatively cold (less than 2158C) ice crystal habits (side
planes, bullets, and dendrites). Needlelike crystals were prevalent during the preband period when the
maximum vertical motion was in the layer from 258 to 2108C. Moderately rimed dendritic crystals were
observed at snowband maturity associated with the strongest frontogenetical ascent on the warm (east) side of
the bands. Riming rapidly decreased and more platelike crystals became more numerous as the strongest
ascent moved east of Stony Brook. Snow-to-liquid density ratios ranged from 8:1 to 13:1 in both events, except
during the period of graupel, when the ratio was as low as 4:1.

1. Introduction
a. Background
Coastal extratropical cyclones (e.g., nor’easters) impact millions of people along the east coast of the United
States during the cool season. Heavy snow and mixed
precipitation from these winter storms can shut down
basic transportation and public services. For example,
on 12–14 March 1993, an intense coastal storm affected
the entire eastern seaboard (Kocin et al. 1995), with
some locations receiving over 100 cm of snowfall. Travel
was significantly disrupted, and damage was estimated
to exceed $2 billion (Kocin et al. 1995). On 11–12 February
2006, the New York City (NYC) metropolitan area
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received 8–10 cm h21 snowfall rates, which created dangerous driving conditions from blowing snow and near
zero visibilities [(National Climatic Data Center) NCDC
2006].
Much of the small-scale variations in heavy snowfall
within extratropical cyclones occurs within snowbands
(Novak et al. 2004), which are challenging to forecast in
terms of their location and intensity (Novak and Colle
2012). Novak et al. (2004) showed that 85% of extratropical cyclones over the northeast United States during the cool season (October–April) exhibited some type
of mesoscale precipitation banding. Of these banding
events, 64% had single bands in the northwest quadrant
of the extratropical cyclone. Novak et al. (2008) found
that band formation occurs in conjunction with a sharpening midlevel trough and associated frontogenesis and
a decrease in moist symmetric stability. Novak et al.
(2008) also illustrated how the advection of snow can displace the horizontal location of a given snowfall intensity
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between 3 km above mean sea level (MSL) and the
surface by ;25 km.
Snowfall accumulation is highly dependent on the
snow density, which is in part determined by the ice
crystal habit and riming (Roebber et al. 2003). Magono
and Lee (1966, see their Fig. 2), Hobbs (1975, see his
Table 2), Stoelinga et al. (2007, see their Fig. 5), and
Bailey and Hallett (2009, see their Fig. 5) showed that
both the temperature and the amount of supersaturation determine ice habit. Other factors that impact snow
density include growth rates and size of ice crystals
(Ryan et al. 1976; Takahashi et al. 1991), subcloud processes occurring as the crystals fall such as sublimation
and melting (Roebber et al. 2003), and compaction at
ground level (Roebber et al. 2003). A snow density of
100 kg m23 (10:1) is commonly used by forecasters
(Roebber et al. 2003); however, measurements have shown
that snow density can vary from as low as ;10 kg m23
(100:1 snow-to-liquid ratio) to as high as ;290 kg m23
(2.9:1) (Power et al. 1964; Super and Holroyd 1997; Judson
and Doesken 2000; Roebber et al. 2003). A 30-yr climatology (1971–2000) of snow density across the contiguous United States found a mean snow-to-liquid ratio
of 13:1 with considerable variation in the mean (Baxter
et al. 2005). The mean 30-yr snow-to-liquid ratio around
the New York and Long Island metropolitan area was
10.6:1 with a standard deviation of 5.9:1 (Baxter et al.
2005).
There have been many field campaigns during the past
few decades in which in situ cloud microphysics data
have been collected. Many of these field studies of cloud
microphysics at midlatitudes have occurred over mountainous terrain and within mixed phase clouds including
the Cascade Project (Hobbs 1975), the Cyclonic Extratropical Storms (CYCLES) project (Houze et al. 1979),
and the Improvement of Microphysical Parameterization through Observational Verification Experiment
(IMPROVE; Stoelinga et al. 2003). Along the east coast
of the United States and eastern Canada, the ice habit,
riming, and size of precipitation particles were examined
in three primary field studies. Sienkiewicz et al. (1989)
used aircraft data and found mostly dendrites within
a frontal snowband. The ground observations obtained
during the Canadian Atlantic Storms Program II (CASP
II; Stewart and Crawford 1995) exhibited riming ranging
from light to heavy and there was often a mixture of ice
habits, including varying proportions of ice pellets, plates,
and dendrites. The Canadian CloudSat/Cloud–Aerosol
Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations
(CALIPSO) Validation Project (C3VP; Petersen et al.
2007; Molthan et al. 2010) use both ground and aircraft
observations. The C3VP snowstorms contained mostly
dendritic crystals with generally light riming.
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b. Motivation
Previous studies of the microphysics within winter
storms over the eastern United States and Canada have
revealed large variations in the observed microphysics.
There are no published studies along the east coast of
the United States documenting the ice habit, riming, and
snow density at the surface during the full evolution of a
winter storm. Given the rapid changes in vertical motion
aloft, we hypothesize that there are associated rapid
changes in the surface ice habits, riming, and snow density
as a snowband crosses a location. Relatively large errors
and uncertainties have been documented within bulk
microphysical parameterizations (BMPs) in mesoscale
models (Colle et al. 2005; Garvert et al. 2005; Lin and
Colle 2009). To improve precipitation forecasts and
BMPs for winter storms in general and snowbands in
particular, more in situ observations of ice microphysics
are needed. By examining the microphysical evolution
of snowfall at the surface for two nor’easter events, this
paper will address the following questions:
d

d

d

What is the microphysical evolution along the coast
for two nor’easter events?
How are some of the rapid transitions in ice crystal
habit, riming, snow density, and fall speed during these
events related to changes in the temperature, moisture, and vertical motion profiles?
How does the microphysics vary across a snowband
within the comma head of the cyclone?

The next section of this paper will discuss the data and
methods. Section 3 will focus on the 19–20 December
2009 event from the synoptic scale to the observed microphysics, Section 4 will focus on the 12 January 2011
event, and section 5 will present the conclusions.

2. Data and methods
a. Instrumentation and datasets
Detailed microphysical and radar observations for this
study were taken at Stony Brook, New York (SBNY),
which is on the north shore of Long Island, approximately
93 km east of NYC (Fig. 1). A vertically pointing METEK
Ku-band micro rain radar (1.25 cm, MRR; Peters et al.
2002) was used at SBNY to observe the vertical profile
of reflectivity and Doppler velocities at 250-m gates
spacing in the vertical to 7.5 km MSL every minute. We
postprocessed the raw Doppler spectra data files using
the method of Maahn and Kollias (2012). This postprocessing corrects for noise and aliasing effects and improves the data quality of the radar reflectivity and
Doppler velocity measurements. Additionally, the Maahn
and Kollias (2012) postprocessing calculates Doppler
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FIG. 1. Storm total snowfall accumulations (shaded and contoured every 10 cm) for the (a) 19–20 Dec 2009 and (b)
12 Jan 2011 snow events. The locations for New York City (NYC), Stony Brook, NY (SBNY), and the NWS forecast
office at Upton, NY (OKX), are indicated by the stars.

spectral width s, a measure of the standard deviation of
the distribution of Doppler velocities. The MRR has
been used to study snow and winter storms in locations
around the world (Peters et al. 2002, 2005; Yuter et al.
2008; Cha et al. 2009; Keighton et al. 2009; Kneifel et al.
2011a,b; Xie et al. 2012; Maahn and Kollias 2012). Attenuation effects can be generally neglected for snow
observations at K band (Matrosov 2007). However, in
circumstances of heavy snowfall, snow can accumulate on
the MRR’s heated antenna yielding substantial attenuation (Maahn and Kollias 2012). Periods subject to this type
of attenuation are noted in the upcoming data analysis.
Doppler velocity from the MRR represents the sum of
particle fall speed and vertical air motion. For vertically
pointing radars, the two primary sources of s are turbulence and differential fall velocities (Rinehart 2004). In
snow, the larger contributor is usually turbulence, which is
associated with both updrafts and boundary layer eddies.
To observe the snow habit and riming intensity at the
MRR site, snow crystals were collected using a stereo
microscope and camera as described in the next section.
The snow depth and snow density were measured several times during the storm. Snow density was obtained
by melting snow that had fallen into a circular pan and
measuring the change in snow to water volume. Collection
issues that could have affected snow density measurements include compaction and melting inside the pan.
The evolving precipitation structures were examined
using vertical and horizontal cross sections produced
using data from the National Weather Service (NWS)
Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D)
radar at Upton, New York (OKX in Fig. 1), which is ;25 km
from the MRR site. A complete volume scan from KOKX

is produced every 4–6 min. Radiosonde observations
from OKX launched every 6–12 h provided vertical
profiles of thermodynamic characteristics. The OKX
observations were used to verify vertical profiles of temperature and moisture from gridded model analysis over
the region. Gridded analyses every 1–6 h and short-term
forecasts (3–12 h) from the 13-km Rapid Update Cyclone (RUC; Benjamin et al. 2004) for the 2100 UTC 19
December 2009 forecast cycle and the 12-km North
American Mesoscale Model (NAM) 0600 UTC 12 January
2011 forecast cycle provided information on the synoptic
and mesoscale wind, temperature, pressure, and moisture across the region. These particular time periods
and models had the best representation of the thermal
and moisture profiles, precipitation field, and snowband positions for the two respective events.

b. Snow habit observation methodology
The methodology for observing snow habit follows
that of Stoelinga et al. (2007). During the 2009/10,
2010/11, and 2011/12 cool seasons (from December to
March), we observed snow crystals under a stereo microscope for a total of 15 storm events. The two events for
this paper were selected, since they had the most pronounced snowbands that crossed SBNY. Crystals were
collected on a cold glass plate every 15–30 min and immediately examined under the stereo microscope in an
unheated outdoor shed. The temperatures and relative
humidity inside the shed were similar to the outdoor
readings. We obtained a few samples during the 15–30-min
time period in order to get a representative distribution of
ice habits and riming. Typical samples contained 25 or
more individual crystals. Once under the microscope, the
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FIG. 2. (a) Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite-12 (GOES-12) infrared satellite brightness temperature (8C, shaded) and 13-km RUC analysis of 500-hPa geopotential height (solid white contoured every 60 m) at
1800 UTC 19 Dec 2009. (b) 13-km RUC analysis of MSLP (solid, contoured every 4 hPa), 1000–500 thickness
(dashed, contoured every 60 m), and 250-hPa wind (shaded every 10 m s21) at 1800 UTC 19 Dec 2009. (c) As in (a),
but at 0500 UTC 20 Dec 2009. (d) As in (b), but at 0500 UTC 20 Dec 2009.

observed crystals were classified following the 81 different
types given by Magono and Lee (1966) and the different
crystal types were then described in terms of the observed
percentage fraction of ice habits within eight groups: needlelike, columns, dendritic, platelike, side planes, graupel,
ice/miscellaneous, and sleet. Since the set of crystals within
our samples usually displayed a range of riming, the degree
of riming was quantified in terms of the observed lowest
degree of riming, the mean degree of riming, and the
highest degree of riming in the sample following
Mosimann et al. (1994), ranging from a zero (no riming) to

five (heavy riming). Because of the possibility of wind drift
of precipitation particles aloft, we do not assume the observed habits form at the same time and location before
reaching the surface.

3. The 19–20 December 2009 event
a. Synoptic evolution
On 19–20 December 2009 there was widespread heavy
snowfall (27–70 cm) over Long Island, with 48.3 cm
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FIG. 3. KOKX WSR-88D radar reflectivity (color shaded every 2 dBZ starting at 0 dBZ) for the 2100 UTC 19 Dec
2009 simulation from the 13-km RUC showing 700-hPa geopotential height (solid, contoured every 10 m) and 700-hPa
Miller 2D frontogenesis [positive values white dashed every 2 K (100 km)21 h21] valid at (a) 0000 UTC, (b) 0400 UTC,
(c) 0500 UTC, and (d) 0800 UTC 20 Dec 2009. The location of cross section AB is shown in each panel.

measured at SBNY (Fig. 1a). At 1800 UTC 19 December
2009, which is about 6 h before the heaviest snow began
at SBNY, there was a broad 500-hPa trough across the
eastern United States associated with a deepening cyclone (;988 hPa) located ;260 km to the northeast of
Cape Hatteras, North Carolina (Fig. 2a). The surface
cyclone low was centered near the left exit region of
a 250-hPa jet streak (80–90 m s21) over North Carolina
and Virginia (Fig. 2b). By 0600 UTC 20 December 2009,
the surface cyclone (;984 hPa) was located ;280 km to
the southeast of eastern Long Island (Fig. 2d), as a broad

500-hPa closed low was over the mid-Atlantic coast
(Fig. 2c). Meanwhile, the New England region was under the comma head of the cyclone, while the midlevel
dry air had wrapped around the closed low to near Cape
Cod, Massachusetts.

b. Mesoscale evolution
At 0000 UTC 20 December 2009 (Fig. 3a), there was
widespread snow across southern New England and
Long Island, while a west–east precipitation band was
developing ;60 km to the south of Long Island. This
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FIG. 4. Cross section AB showing KOKX WSR-88D radar reflectivity and vertical velocity (solid, contoured every
3 cm s21) for the 2100 UTC 19 Dec 2009 13-km RUC simulation valid at (a) 0000 UTC, (b) 0400 UTC, (c) 0500 UTC,
and (d) 0800 UTC 20 Dec 2009. The location of section AB is shown in Fig. 3. SBNY represents Stony Brook, NY.

band was along a 700-hPa trough extending to the northeast of the parent low over southern New Jersey, with
700-hPa frontogenesis of 3–9 K (100 km)21 h21 over
Long Island. Cross section AB from SBNY to the southeast (Fig. 4a) shows a deepening area of precipitation to
the south of Long Island in a northward-sloping region of
ascent from 1.5 to 4 km MSL, with the strongest ascent
(33 cm s21) closest to the developing band. Meanwhile,
there were narrow convective cells above the developing
band between 5 and 7 km MSL in a region of conditional

instability, as illustrated by the area of negative saturation equivalent potential vorticity (EPV 5 gh  $ues ,
where g is gravity, h is the three-dimensional absolute
vorticity vector, and $ues is the three-dimensional gradient of the saturation equivalent potential temperature)
and ues (saturation equivalent potential temperature)
decreasing with height from 400 to 425 hPa (Fig. 5a).
Across the southeastern portion of the vertical section,
a layer of negative EPV exists from 700 to 800 hPa.
However, ues is not decreasing with height in this region,
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FIG. 5. Cross section AB from the 13-km RUC simulation starting at 2100 UTC 19 Dec 2009 showing saturation
equivalent potential temperature (solid, contoured every 2 K), negative saturation equivalent potential vorticity
(shaded where negative), negative absolute vorticity (black dotted every 2 3 1025 s21), and circulation vectors
(arrows) valid at (a) 0000 UTC, (b) 0400 UTC, (c) 0500 UTC, and (d) 0800 UTC 20 Dec 2009.

so there is likely conditional symmetric instability (Schultz
and Schumacher 1999).
By 0400 UTC 20 December, the snowband intensified
and was centered over central Long Island (33–38 dBZ)
(Fig. 3b). Frontogenesis at 700 hPa increased to ;15 K
(100 km)21 h21 as the associated midlevel trough tightened just east of the heavy snowband (Fig. 3b). The
vertical motion intensified to 42 cm s21, with the strongest reflectivities over SBNY (Fig. 4b). A region of conditional symmetric instability between 600 and 800 hPa
was just southeast of SBNY, which likely helped enhance
the frontogenetical circulation near and just above this

layer (Fig. 5b). Between 800 and 825 hPa, absolute vorticity is negative, but this inertial instability is below the
frontal ascent and most likely not contributing to the
band development. Meanwhile, a layer of conditional
instability still exists between 400 and 500 hPa, where ues
decreases with height.
The snowband (33–38 dBZ) began moving to the east
of SBNY at 0500 UTC 20 December 2009 (Figs. 3c and
4c), as the 700-hPa cyclone moved toward the northeast.
There was little change in the strength or positioning of
the strongest vertical motion in section AB during the
past few hours (Figs. 4b,c). The conditional symmetric
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FIG. 6. (a) KOKX radar reflectivity (shaded in dBZ), (b) MRR radar reflectivity (shaded in
dBZ), (c) MRR Doppler vertical motion (shaded in m s21), and (d) MRR spectral width
(m s21) time–height between 1200 UTC 19 Dec and 1400 UTC 20 Dec 2009. (e) Field observations of the microphysical evolution of ice habit (shaded vertical bars), riming (mean: solid,
low: dashed, high: dotted–dashed), and snow-to-liquid ratio (labeled) from 1700 UTC 19 Dec to
1400 UTC 20 Dec 2009.

instability between 600 and 700 hPa associated with this
band decreased slightly in intensity, while the conditional
instability aloft continued to support the convective cell
growth (Fig. 4c).
By 0800 UTC 20 December, the heavy snowband was
located across eastern Long Island, with light to moderate snowfall occurring over SBNY (Fig. 3d). The
700-hPa trough had moved ;150 km east of SBNY, with
the strongest 700-hPa frontogenesis on the western side
of the trough continuing to support the band (Fig. 3d).

There were still convective cells aloft as depicted in the
reflectivity cross section (Fig. 4d), but there was no negative EPV aloft at this time, which may be the result of
the RUC stabilizing the atmosphere too quickly (Fig. 5d).

c. Microphysical evolution
Figure 6 shows a time–height section of OKX radar
reflectivity and MRR radar reflectivity, MRR Doppler
velocity, and MRR spectral width over SBNY from
1200 UTC 19 December to 1400 UTC 20 December
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FIG. 7. Observed snow habit pictures using a stereo microscope during the 19–20 Dec 2009 heavy
snowband event. (a)–(c) Occurred on 19 Dec 2009. Some of the crystals are not lying flat and the
time represents when crystals were observed.
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2009. The surface evolution of the ice habit, riming,
and snow-to-liquid ratio at SBNY is also shown from
1700 UTC 19 December to 1400 UTC 20 December 2009
(Fig. 6e). Between 1500 and 2000 UTC 19 December,
there were several convective cells above 3.5 km MSL.
The precipitation with these cells extended to the surface in fall streaks detected by the MRR (Fig. 6b) and
in the OKX time height (Fig. 6a). Evidence for these
generating cells above 3.5 km AGL are intermittent
higher reflectivity values, higher spectral widths
(.0.35 m s21) indicating more turbulence, and lower
Doppler velocities (less than ;0.7 m s21, fall velocity of
snow particles is partially offset by upward air motions).
These cells aloft were likely acting as the seeder portion
of a ‘‘seeder–feeder’’ process (Hill et al. 1981; Rutledge
and Hobbs 1983). When the precipitation aloft from
the first of these cells descended to the surface starting
at 1700 UTC 19 December, bullets (;20%), side planes
(;30%), and a few platelike (;10%) habits were observed with an average degree of riming of 2. Moderate
to heavily rimed dendritic crystals (Fig. 7a) were common (;60%) at 1845 UTC. By 1930 UTC, the dendritic
crystals decreased to ;30%, there were more side planes
(;35%) and bullets (;10%), and the mean degree of
riming decreased from 3.5 to 1.5 (Fig. 7b). As the initial
group of generating cells finished passing over SBNY at
1945 UTC, there were more moderately rimed platelike
crystals (;40%) (Fig. 7c). The snow-to-liquid ratio was
7:1 during the period of 1900–2000 UTC (Fig. 6d).

1) PRESNOWBAND (0000–0300 UTC)
During the few hours before the heavy snowband
reached SBNY, the tallest precipitation echo tops
(;30-dBZ echo) in the MRR increased to ;7 km MSL
as additional convective cells moved overhead. Radar
reflectivities from KOKX were generally 25–30 dBZ.
The MRR radar reflectivities were within a few dB of
those from KOKX until about 0130 UTC when wet snow
began to accumulate on the dish and attenuated the signal
to varying degrees (the annotation in Fig. 6b indicates
periods of particularly strong attenuation). Nearly 40%
of the observed crystals were needlelike from 0000 to
0200 UTC with light riming (Figs. 7d,e), but as the precipitation intensified from 0100 to 0300 UTC (Fig. 6),
the mean degree of riming increased to 2 and bullets
(Fig. 7d), columns (Fig. 7e), side planes (Figs. 7e,f), and
some plates (Fig. 7e) were observed.
The changes in the degree of riming observed at the
surface with time are indirectly seen in the profiles of
Doppler velocity within the layer below the generating
cells where s , 0.5 m s21 (Figs. 6c,d,e and 8). Overall,
these profiles show a general trend of increasing Doppler
velocity with decreasing height, consistent with growth as
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FIG. 8. Average vertical MRR Doppler velocity (m s21) profiles
for the preband period during the 19–20 Dec 2009 snowband event.
The time period used to calculate each profile is given in the legend.

the particles fall. In the absence of other sources of upward motions, shifts in the profiles to higher Doppler
velocity values correspond to periods of higher fall speeds
and higher degrees of riming. For example, from 0030 to
0100 UTC, the Doppler velocities increased from 0.7 m s21
at 3.5 km MSL to 1.25 m s21 at 1.25 km MSL as the
snow crystals grew and become more rimed, more dense,
and had higher fall speeds at lower levels. Below ;1-km
altitude, spectral width values .0.5 m s21 indicate likely
contributions from boundary layer turbulence. During the
period from 0130 to 0200 UTC when the degree of mean
riming increased to 2, the Doppler velocity profile below
3.5 km MSL altitude shifted to values from about 0.1 to
0.25 m s21 higher than those during period from 0030 to
0100 UTC (Fig. 8). By 0200 UTC 20 December, the proportion of needlelike crystals decreased to 10% with more
ice/miscellaneous (;35%), ;25% side planes, ;15% bullets, ;10% platelike, and ;5% columns (Fig. 7f). In the
period from 0230 to 0300 UTC, the degree of riming decreased to 1 and the MRR Doppler velocity profile shifted
back to lower values below 3.5-km altitude. (Fig. 8). The
snow-to-liquid ratio was ;8.5:1 from 0000 to 0300 UTC
(Fig. 6d).
The vertical air motion profile from the RUC at
0000 UTC 20 December 2009 has maximum ascent
(22 cm s21) at ;690 hPa (;2.9 km MSL) (Fig. 9c). The
layer between 680 and 850 hPa (;2.8 km and 1.3 km
MSL) contains an RH(water) of nearly 100% (Fig. 9a) and
an RH(ice) of ;105% (Fig. 9b). This layer has temperatures between 258 and 2108C (Fig. 9d), thus favoring
needle growth (Magono and Lee 1966, see their Fig. 2;
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FIG. 9. Vertical profiles of (a) relative humidity with respect to water (%), (b) relative humidity with respect to ice
(%), (c) vertical velocity (cm s21), and (d) temperature (8C) from the 2100 UTC 19 Dec 2009 run of the 13-km RUC.
The dotted, dashed, and solid lines are for the 0000 UTC, 0400 UTC, and 0800 UTC 20 Dec 2009 times, respectively.

Hobbs 1975, see his Table 2; Stoelinga et al. 2007, see
their Fig. 5; Bailey and Hallett 2009, see their Fig. 5),
which was the dominant surface habit. The RUC showed
no significant change in the temperatures between 0000
and 0300 UTC from 600 to 700 hPa (;4 km to 3 km MSL)
as the maximum ascent continued in this layer (not shown).
Some of the colder crystal types observed (side planes,
columns, and bullets) during the preband period were
most likely formed in seeder cells aloft, where temperatures were colder than 2208C between 400 and 500 hPa.

2) SNOWBAND MATURITY (0300–0600 UTC)
During the first 45 min of band maturity (0300–
0345 UTC), the observed ice habit was 50%–55% dendritic (Figs. 6d and 7h). There were ;30% platelike habits

at 0300 UTC (Fig. 7g) that decreased to ;20% by
0315 UTC and eventually zero by 0345 UTC as the dendritic crystals became the dominant habit. The remaining
observed crystals between 0300 and 0345 UTC were ;15%
needles, ;7% side planes, ;7% ice/miscellaneous, and
;3% columns. Between 0300 and 0345 UTC, the mean
degree of riming increased from 1 to 2.5, with some
dendritic crystals more heavily rimed (Fig. 7i). About
65% of the crystals were dendritic between 0345 and
0430 UTC and the degree of riming remained near 2.5.
The OKX time height from 0300 to 0430 UTC showed
an increase in reflectivity from 35 to 40 dBZ as the
riming increased (Fig. 6a). Associated with the increased
proportion of dendritic snow crystals was an increase
in snow-to-liquid ratios to 11:1 (Fig. 6b). The vertical
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FIG. 10. (a) GOES-13 infrared satellite brightness temperature (8C, shaded), 12-km NAM analysis of 500-hPa
geopotential height (solid white, contoured every 60 m) and 500-hPa wind (full barb 5 10 m s21, pennant 5
25 m s21) at 0600 UTC 12 Jan 2011. (b) 12-km NAM analysis of MSLP (solid, contoured every 4 hPa), 1000–500
thickness (dashed every 60 m), and 250-hPa wind (shaded every 10 m s21) at 0600 UTC 12 Jan 2011. (c) As in (a), but
12-km NAM 3-h forecast from 0600 UTC cycle at 0900 UTC 12 Jan 2011. (d) As in (b), but 12-km NAM 3-h forecast
from 0600 UTC cycle at 0900 UTC 12 Jan 2011.

motion profile from the RUC at 0400 UTC is supportive
of dendritic growth indicating a vertical motion maximum (;37 cm s21) between 600 and 700 hPa (Fig. 9c).
The temperatures in this layer, which had been 268
to 298C at 0000 UTC, cooled to 2128 to 2158C by
0400 UTC (Fig. 9d). The reason for this cooling between
0200 and 0400 UTC was explored using the RUC 5–7-h
forecast at 650–750 hPa by calculating the horizontal and

vertical temperature advections, adiabatic, and diabatic
term (diabatic calculated as a residual from the local
hourly temperature change and the other thermodynamic
terms). There was weak warm advection and significant
diabatic (latent) heating, but there was net cooling during
this period from adiabatic ascent (not shown). This layer
also continued to have 100% RH(water) (Fig. 9a), but
RH(ice) increased to ;109% (Fig. 9b).
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As the western portion of the snowband crossed
SBNY, the degree of riming rapidly decreased from 3 at
0430 UTC to 1 at 0445 UTC (Fig. 6d). Dendrites remained the primary snow habit during this riming decrease (Fig. 7j). We hypothesize that the riming was
largest on the east side of the band, since the strongest
frontogentical forcing and ascent was concentrated on
the warm (east) side of the midlevel baroclinic zone
(Figs. 4c and 5c). The riming decreased on the west side
of the band as the weaker upward motion did not create
as much supercooled water, since the RH(water) decreased from near 100% at 0400 UTC to 95% at
0600 UTC (not shown). Coinciding with this period of
decreased riming, the snow-to-liquid ratios increased to
13:1 (Fig. 6e).

3) POSTSNOWBAND (0600–0800 UTC)

FIG. 11. (a) As in Fig. 3, but for the 0600 UTC 12 Jan 2012
simulation of the 12-km NAM showing 850-hPa geopotential
height (solid every 30 m) and 850-hPa Miller 2D frontogenesis
[white dashed every 2 K (100 km)21 h21] valid at 0600 UTC 12 Jan
2011. (b) As in (a), but valid at 0000 UTC 12 Jan 2011. (c) As in (a),
but valid at 1200 UTC 12 Jan 2011. The location of cross section AB
for Fig. 12 is shown in each panel.

The precipitation became less intense (25–30 dBZ) as
the snowband moved to the east of SBNY (Fig. 6a). There
was a decrease in vertical motion aloft after 0600 UTC, and
by 0800 UTC the ascent at ;600 hPa was from 10 to
20 cm s21. This weaker ascent was located in a layer
between 2158 and 2208C (Figs. 9c,d), and an RH(water)
of ;90% (Fig. 9a), which is supportive of the more
platelike crystals observed in this period (Fig. 6e). Between 0600 and 0745 UTC (Fig. 6d), plates increased
from 25% to 45% (Figs. 7k,l), while the dendritic habits
decreased from 45% to 20%. The remaining crystals
were needles (;20%), side planes (;10%) and ice/
miscellaneous (;5%). Although a few platelike (Fig. 7l)
and ice/miscellaneous (Fig. 7l) were moderately rimed,
from 0600 to 0800 UTC 20 December was characterized
by an average degree of riming of 1. As more plates were
observed, the snow-to-liquid ratios slowly decreased
from 13:1 to 11:0 between 0500 and 0630 UTC (Fig. 6d),
and further decreased to 8:1 between 0630 and 0800 UTC
(Fig. 6d).
After a lull in the precipitation at SBNY between 0700
and 0800 UTC (Figs. 6a,b), particles from another convective cell aloft at 0700 UTC descended to the surface
between 0800 and 0900 UTC. Overall, the ice habit remained platelike (Figs. 6d and 7m). The echo tops rapidly decreased to 4 km MSL after this cell moved east
(Fig. 6b), and the degree of riming slowly decreased to
zero by the end of the event with main ice habits including
plates (;40%), side planes (;25%), needles (;20%),
and dendrites (;10%) (Figs. 7m,n,o). The snow-to-liquid
ratio remained near 8:1 during this period (Fig. 6d).

4. 12 January 2011
The goal of this section is to highlight the microphysical
evolution of a snowband event that occurred with a coastal
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cyclone on 12 January 2011, which resulted in ;41 cm of
snow at SBNY (Fig. 1b), so it can be compared with the
microphysical evolution on 19–20 December 2009.

a. Synoptic and mesoscale overview

FIG. 12. Cross section AB of the KOKX WSR-88D radar reflectivity and vertical velocity (solid, contoured every 3 cm s21) for
the 0600 UTC 12 Jan 2011 simulation of the 12-km NAM valid at
(a) 0600 UTC, (b) 1000 UTC, and (c) 1200 UTC 12 Jan 2011. The
location of section AB is in Fig. 11. SBNY represents Stony
Brook, NY.

At 0600 UTC 12 January 2011, a surface cyclone
(;1000 hPa) was developing ;230 km south of Long
Island under a 70–80 m s21 jet at 250 hPa (Fig. 10b.),
while a closed 500-hPa low was centered over the
southeastern Great Lakes (Fig. 10a). The coldest cloud
tops ( from about 2408 to 2508C) were across eastern
Long Island and to the north and east. Warmer cloud
tops (from about 258 to 2158C) were to the south of
Long Island with the approach of a midlevel dry intrusion (Fig. 10a). By 0900 UTC 12 January 2011, the
midlevel dry air had moved northeastward to western
Long Island (Fig. 10c). The cyclone intensified to ;996 hPa
and was located ;82 km southeast of Long Island in the
left exit region of the southern jet core (Fig. 10d).
At 0600 UTC 12 January, heavy snow developed
across eastern New Jersey and southeast New York,
while the dry intrusion was situated just east of the
southern New Jersey coast (Fig. 11a). The strongest frontogenesis was at 850 hPa, which extended to the north and
east of an 850-hPa closed circulation situated about
160 km to the south of Long Island. Cross section AB
illustrates moderate to heavy precipitation (25–35 dBZ)
throughout the section from the surface up to 3.5 km
MSL. The strongest vertical velocities (.30 cm s21) are
located over the southeast portion of the cross section
at 3 km MSL. There are also convective cells from 3
to 6 km MSL. Upward motion (30–33 cm s21) between
5 and 6 km combined with conditional instability
(Fig. 12a), where moist EPV is less than zero in a region
with ues decreasing with height, supported these cells.
The moist EPV is also less than zero between 750 and
850 hPa (;2.5–1.3 km MSL) over the southeast portion
of section AB (Fig. 12a), and there is no ues decrease with
height, which suggests a region of conditional symmetric
instability (Fig. 13a). The western portion (0–50 km) of
this section from 550 to 600 hPa (;4.5–4.0 km MSL) has
some inertial instability, where the negative absolute
vorticity and moist EPV are less than zero (Fig. 13a).
The 850-hPa low moved north and was located ;95 km
south of SBNY at 1000 UTC (Fig. 11b.). The inverted
trough to the north of the 850-hPa low amplified, with the
strongest frontogenesis located ;100 km to the north
and west of this trough. The primary heavy snowband
extended from central Massachusetts to central Long
Island, while there were a few smaller bands over eastern
Long Island. Meanwhile, the drier air was located across
the eastern half of cross section AB (Fig. 12b). A maximum in upward motion extended from 1.5 km MSL just
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which may be the result of the 12-km NAM not capturing
the intensity of this event.
The snowband began weakening by 1200 UTC 12
January as it moved east of SBNY. The 850-hPa low was
near the eastern tip of Long Island and the inverted
trough to the north broadened and frontogenesis weakened (Fig. 11c.). Cross section AB at 1200 UTC showed
a decrease in magnitude of vertical velocity (maximum
near 18 cm s21), and a decrease in the height of the band
(Fig. 12c). The environment surrounding the band began
to stabilize, as the negative moist EPV was limited to 550–
600 hPa (;4.5–4.0 km MSL) across the western portion
of section AB (Fig. 13c). Most of this negative EPV was in
a region of negative absolute vorticity indicating inertial
instability. The frontogenetical circulation also weakened
by 1200 UTC 12 January (Fig. 13c).

b. Microphysical evolution
1) PRESNOWBAND (0600–1000 UTC)

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 5, but using the 0600 UTC 12 Jan 2011 simulation from the 12-km NAM valid at (a) 0600 UTC, (b) 1000 UTC,
and (c) 1200 UTC 12 Jan 2011.

east of SBNY to 3 km over the snowband, with values
approaching 30–33 cm s21. Conditional instability was
still present from 500 to 600 hPa (;5.4– 4.0 km MSL)
(Fig. 13b) and between 650 and 750 hPa (;3.5–2.5 km
MSL) across the western portion of the cross section in
support of the heavy snowband. The frontogenetical circulation is evident in Fig. 13b, but it is relatively weak,

Between 0600 and 0700 UTC, the MRR observed
several convective cells between 3 and 6 km MSL
(Figs. 14a–d). The observed snow habits (Fig. 14d) were
needles (;47%), dendrites (;27%; Figs. 15a,b), columns
(;18%; Fig. 15c), plates (;7%), and ice/miscellaneous
(;2%). The average degree of riming ranged from 1 to 3,
but some dendritic crystals were heavily rimed (.4)
at 0600 UTC (Fig. 15b). MRR Doppler velocities between 0600 and 0700 UTC increased with decreasing
height from 0.25 m s21 at 2.5 km to 1.5 m s21 at 1 km
(Fig. 16a). The snow-to-liquid ratio was ;8:1 between
0600 and 0700 UTC (Fig. 14d).
Between 0700 and 0800 UTC, ice habits (Fig. 14d)
consisted of needles (;45%; Fig. 15e), columns (;40%;
Fig. 15d), and a small amount of graupel (;10%; Fig. 15f).
Both OKX and the MRR indicated a several km decrease
in 15-dBZ echo-top height over SBNY between 0700
and 0830 UTC (Figs. 14a,b) associated with drier air moving
over SBNY. Subsequent to the dry slot, the MRR indicated strong turbulence within the snow echo from
0830 to 0950 UTC. The slanting patterns in the time–
height plots of Doppler velocity and spectral width indicate two turbulent layers that increased in height with
time. A top layer with strong upward motions (small
positive Doppler velocities) overlying strong downward
motions (large positive Doppler velocities). The surface
microphysical observations made just before 0900 UTC,
when the MRR reflectivities, downward velocities, and
spectral width reached their peak values during the
storm, included a large quantity of lump graupel (45%)
as well as heavily rimed needles and columns (Figs. 14d
and 15g). Between 0930 and 1000 UTC, no graupel was
observed and needlelike crystals (Fig. 15g) became
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FIG. 14. As in Fig. 6, but from the 12 Jan 2011 event.

dominant (;70%) The associated MRR Doppler velocity profile showed higher values (;2.5 m s21) near
2 km MSL altitude where spectral width was also high
(.1 m s21) and lower values near the surface (1.5 m s21)
where spectral width was lower. This pattern indicates
that the snow particles formed in the generating cells aloft
had strong enough horizontal motions to not fall directly
downward (i.e., that the snow near the surface did not
originate directly overhead). The snow-to-liquid ratio
decreased from 8:1 at 0730 UTC to 5:1 by 0800 UTC
and was as low as 4:1 during the graupel period near
0900 UTC (Fig. 14e). Within the main snowband at
1000 UTC the snow-to-liquid ratio was 8:1 (Fig. 14e).
Based on the NAM vertical profiles, the maximum
upward motion (20–30 cm s21) during the preband period occurred between 500 and 700 hPa (;5.4–3.0 km
MSL; Fig. 17c) within temperatures from 258 to 2108C
(Fig. 17d), which helped support the growth of needles.

Near 100% RH(water) was present between 675 and
900 hPa (;3.3–1.0 km MSL; Fig. 17a) and the RH(ice)
was between 103% and 108% (Fig. 17b). The NAM does
not capture the small-scale strong upward motions associated with the observed graupel production.

2) SNOWBAND MATURITY (1000–1200 UTC)
At 1000 UTC, the snowband was over SBNY (Figs.
14a,b). The maximum upward motion (28–31 cm s21) at
SBNY was now between 600 and 800 hPa (;4.0–2.0 km
MSL) (Fig. 17c), where the temperatures were 298
to 2108C (Fig. 17b). A thermodynamic budget in this
layer from the RUC revealed that the temperatures
cooled by ;38C primarily from adiabatic cooling (not
shown). RH(water) was near 100% in this layer, and
RH(ice) was between 105% and 115%. These factors led
to more dendrites (;40%) being observed (Figs. 15h,j)
and fewer needles (;20%) than during the preband
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3) POSTSNOWBAND (1200–1300 UTC)
As the snowband moved east of SBNY by 1200 UTC
12 January (Fig. 14a), the thermal profile cooled by ;58C
between 925 and 500 hPa (;0.75 and 5.4 km MSL;
Fig. 17c) during the past few hours and the deep saturation was lost (Fig. 17a). The maximum ascent between
700 and 800 hPa (;3.0 and 2.0 km MSL; ;20 cm s21)
was also weakening (Fig. 17b). Temperatures in this
ascent region were between 2108 to 2158C (Fig. 17c)
favored more platelike crystals (;40%; Fig. 15k). Most
crystals exhibited a light rime (Fig. 15l), although there
were still a small amount of moderate to heavily rimed
crystals toward 1300 UTC. Some of this heavier riming
may be attributed to the RH(ice) remaining between
103% and 110% at 1200 UTC (Fig. 17b). The MRR
Doppler velocity and spectral width values strengthened
slightly starting at 1230 UTC. The snow-to-liquid ratio
decreased from 12:1 to 8:1 by 1230 UTC with the transition from dendrites to more plates (Fig. 14d).

5. Summary and conclusions

FIG. 16. As in Fig. 8, but for the 12 Jan 2011 snowband event from
(a) 0600 to 1000 and from (b) 1000 to 1200 UTC 12 Jan 2011.

period (Figs. 15h,j). The average riming factor decreased
from 3 at 1000 UTC to 1 by 1030 UTC. The radar echo
was shallower, 15-dBZ echo tops were ,2.5 km MSL and
the generating cells were no longer present above the
SBNY site. The MRR data indicate much lower turbulence than during the preband period and the MRR
Doppler velocity profile showed a slight increase with
decreasing height (Fig. 16b). Taken together, the KOKX
and MRR fields indicate that the snow falling at the
surface likely did not originate directly overhead but
rather was advected through the column over SBNY
from a neighboring area. The shift to higher values in the
MRR Doppler velocity profiles from 1130 to 1200 UTC as
compared to 1000 to 1130 UTC is consistent with the increasing degree of riming observed at the surface (Figs. 14e
and 16b). Snow-to-liquid ratios increased to 12:1 between
1000 and 1100 UTC as the dendritic habits became more
common (Fig. 14d).

The microphysical evolution at the surface within the
comma head of two East Coast winter storms over Stony
Brook, New York (SBNY), on Long Island was presented. The 19–20 December 2009 and 12 January 2011
events were associated with deepening coastal low pressure systems, and there was 48.3 and 41.3 cm of snow
observed at SBNY, respectively. Surface observations of
snow habit, degree of riming (0–5), and snow density
were taken every 15–30 min. Within the primary snowband in the comma head forced by midlevel frontogenesis and conditional symmetric instability aloft, the
changes in the maximum height of vertical motion relative to the favored ice habit growth temperatures led to
rapid transitions in observed microphysics. The presnowband, snowband maturity, and postsnowband periods in both events contained many similarities. Table 1
gives a summary of the observed ice habit, degree of
riming, and snow density during these periods.
During the preband periods, mostly needles were
observed with a degree of riming between 1 and 3. The
heavier riming occurred during the 12 January 2011
preband period, especially during the midlevel dry intrusion and shallow convective cells (0755–0930 UTC)
when graupel and heavily rimed needles were observed.
When the riming was light to moderate, snow-to-liquid
ratios were generally from 8:1 to 9:1. The heavily rimed
needles and graupel reduced the snow-to-liquid ratio to
4:1. Convective seeder ice cells developed in both events
during the preband periods in a conditionally unstable
environment between 400 and 600 hPa. The precipitation
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FIG. 17. As in Fig. 9, but from the 0600 UTC cycle 12 Jan 2011 12-km NAM. Dotted for 0600 UTC 12 Jan 2011, dashed
for 1000 UTC 12 Jan 2011, and solid for 1200 UTC 12 Jan 2011.

rates increased as the snow from these cells descended to
the surface. The snow from the cells contained a mixture
of colder type crystals (bullets, columns, side planes) during
the 19–20 December 2009 preband period, and more
dendrites on 12 January 2011 since they formed in a slightly
warmer environment than during 19–20 December.
Band maturity had a primarily dendritic snow habit.
At the start of the band maturity, the degree of riming
was moderate. However, as the strongest frontogenical
ascent (weaker during 12 January 2011) moved east of
SBNY and supersaturation began to decrease, the degree of riming decreased rapidly from moderate (i.e.,
2.5–3) to light (i.e., 1). The snow-to-liquid ratios increased to between 11:1 and 13:1 during the band maturity periods.

The postsnowband periods were both characterized
by a transition to a more platelike habit. The forcing for
ascent, RH(water) and RH(ice) were decreasing allowing
for the platelike crystals to be observed. The degree of
riming was generally near 1, except a slight increase to 3
at the end of the postband period as some of the plates
became moderately rimed in the 12 January 2011 event.
The snow-to-liquid ratios decreased to 8:1 during the
postsnowband period. In both cases, slight variations in
the remaining habits were observed as described on
Table 1.
Future work will investigate how well the Weather
Research and Forecasting Model (WRF) BMPs can
simulate the microphysical transitions during these events.
Observations taken during these events will verify WRF
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TABLE 1. Dominant habit, riming, and snow-to-liquid ratio for the heavy snowbands observed on 19–20 Dec 2009 and 12 Jan 2011.
Event
19–20 Dec 2009

12 Jan 2011

Preband
0000–0300 UTC
Dominant habit:
Needles (;40%)
Riming: 1–2
Snow-to-liquid
ratio: 8:1–9:1
Comments: Some bullets,
side planes, and columns
from seeder cells aloft
0600–1000 UTC
Dominant habit: Needles
(;50%), ;40% graupel
between 0755 and 930 UTC
Riming: 1–4.5
Snow-to-liquid ratio: 8:1, but
4:1 in graupel
Comments: Graupel and heavily
rimed needles within shallow
convective cells with midlevel
dry intrusion; dendrites and
platelike habit with seeder cells
aloft between 0600 and 630 UTC

Maturity

Postband

0300–0600 UTC
Dominant habit:
Dendrites (;55%)
Riming: 1–2.5
Snow-to-liquid ratio: 11:1–13:1

0600–0800 UTC
Dominant habit: Platelike
(;40%)
Riming: 1
Snow-to-liquid ratio: 8:1

Comments: Riming decreased
from 2.5 to 1 between 0430
and 0445 UTC; remained ;1
through 0600 UTC
1000–1200 UTC
Dominant habit: Dendrites (;40%)

Comments: Some ice/miscellaneous,
needles, dendrites, and side
planes observed
1200–1300 UTC
Dominant Habit:
Plate-like (;35%)

Riming: 1–3
Snow-to-liquid ratio: 11:1–12:1

Riming: 1–3
Snow-to-liquid ratio: 8:1

Comments: Riming decreased
from 3 at 1000 UTC to l by
1030 UTC and remained ;1
through 1200 UTC; some needles
and platelike habits observed

Comments: Some plates
moderately rimed; some side
planes, dendrites, and needles
observed

simulations of riming, fall speed, snow density, and size
distributions. Other work will involve a summary analysis of the microphysics during all snow events during
the 2009–12 winter seasons.
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